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Reviewer's report:

Major compulsory comments:
(1) The 23 item questionnaire should be included in the article and acknowledgement to authors who developed the original questionnaires should be declared with copyright to publish.
(2) Use of confidence interval and odd's ratio is more informative.

Minor essential comments:
(1) In figure (1), the summation of all percentages exceeded 100%.
(2) In figure (3), the label of the whole figure was missed.
(3) in line(70), it's better to say( not widely used) than to say (widely unavailable).
(4) spelling mistakes and wrong use of terms:
In line (54), practice instead of practices.
In line (112), ethical committee instead of ethics committee.
In line (128), a p value instead of P.
In line (148), 7 instead of seven.
In lines (149, 150, 151), institutions instead of institution.
In line (150), 7 instead of seven.
In line (173), eight institutions instead of eight.
In line (189), reported instead of reporting.
In line (223), intravascular injection instead of vascular.
In line (227), reduction instead of reductions.

Discretionary comments:
(1) The level of training and experience of anesthesiologist who performed PNBs is better to be mentioned.
(2) The dosages of local anesthetics used was not mentioned and it is better to mention it.
(3) It's better to clarify which guidelines the eight centers had preferred to use?? (AAGBI, AHA, ASRA,..........................................................).
Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.
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